2017
Hornet Rules
Mission: This class is a beginner class designed to get someone started
in racing, at a low cost, entry level with all the fun that comes with
racing.
General Overview:
1.
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Track reserves the right to enforce the mission statement of the class at any
time.
Passenger and/or driver can be as young as 13 years old to compete. (Proof
may be requested at any given time).
No way will the rules be interpreted to allow a vehicle that is technically superior
to dominate the class. Or constructed in an unsafe fashion that poses a danger
to the operator or other competitors.
All vehicles will receive an initial Safety inspection and approval before the
vehicle is allowed to participate in the first race of the season. In addition, all
vehicles are subject to nightly random inspections by tech officials and to include
race winner.
Drivers may not be entered in any other class that evening/day without prior
approval.
Numbers will be registered for one season. No triple digit numbers and no
duplicate numbers. If there are duplicate numbers, a letter will be required to be
added at beginning or at end.
This class will have a no tolerance rule for rough driving. A three ring binder will
be used to file the results of all offenses and inspections for each vehicle. Any
areas identified as deficient or not in compliance will be identified in writing. If the
vehicle is unsafe or illegal, that vehicle will be disqualified from competition until
the problem is resolved among tech/track officials and/or representatives.
All other track rules, policies and procedures will apply.
Any American or foreign made car. No turbo, super chargers, or rotary engines.
The major mechanical components of the vehicle are to remain OEM.

COMPETING MODELS:

1. Any naturally aspirated, 4 cylinder and 6 cylinder, carburetor or injection cars, NO
JEEPS, SPORT UTILITY VEHICLES OR CONVERTIBLES, 104” wheelbase or
shorter. All cars must have been offered in a two row seat version. Weight of car
(without driver) cannot exceed 2,500 lbs. Minimum weights are now in effect and
will be based on engine size: 1.5 liter must weigh minimum of 1500 lbs. 1.9 liter
must weigh a minimum of 1900 lbs. The major mechanical components of the
vehicle are to remain OEM. ie. Dodge to dodge, chevy to chevy, ford to ford.
2. All cars must have original chassis, no tubular frames.
3. All engines will have a 1/8” vacuum port on the vacuum side of the intake
manifold. Vacuum will be at least 14 in., Hg.
4. Front and rear wheel drive vehicles permitted. NO ALL WHEEL DRIVE.
5. NO ROTARY OR MID ENGINE VEHICLES ALLOWED.
6. Original automatic or manual production transmissions only, with fully working
gears.
7. Headers with exhaust must exit behind the driver with original size tubing.
8. All glass and loose hardware will be removed from bodies. NO REAR VIEW
MIRRORS.
9. Bodies can be altered in the fender wells for clearance.
10. The only sheet metal that can be trimmed will be for clearance of the door bars
and for minimal clearance for support bars. Doors will be welded shut.
11. The horn and brake light in rear window are optional but, highly recommended.
12. Stock steering column required, may put a quick release steering wheel. NO
QUICK STEER ALLOWED.
13. Locked rear and front axles are allowed.

14. Complete brake systems required, NO MODIFICATIONS.
15. Batteries will be in stock mount or in battery box secured inside the trunk or
behind driver. If using a fuel cell then a sheet metal fire wall will separate the two.
16. Original equipment rear axles and front suspensions only. The front suspension
may be slotted to gain adjustment.
17. All bumpers front and rear will fit within stock bumper or bumper cover area and
will curve backwards towards cars body, which to eliminate any kind of hook that
could catch another car. Bumper height will be from 19” to 22”. No bumpers
higher that 22” will be allowed. Must have two chains front and rear fastened
securely to bumper or frame.
18. NOW OPTIONAL: A 6 point roll cage is optional, having the main hoop behind the
driver’s seat, this hoop will be a minimum of 1.25”OD with minimum of .095”
thickness tubing and will be welded to the floor using a minimum of a 4”x4”x1/8”
plate with a cross bar welded to the hoop to attach the seat and seat belts to, this
bar will be the same size as the hoop. At least one bar (kicker) from the top center
of main hoop going back being secured to the floor with a minimum of a
4”x4”x1/8” plate. Cage will have a minimum of 3 door bars on the left side and 2
doors bars on the right side. Bars will be a minimum of 1.25” OD. Door bars will
be welded to the main hoop and the front up rights. The front up rights will be
secured to the floor with a minimum of a 4”x4”x1/8” plate and will be a minimum of
1.25” OD and will extend to the inside of the roof and will be welded to the main
hoop. The two up rights will be connected with a cross bar as to make a halo. A
minimum of four (4) 3/8” window bars in front of the driver, bars will be welded to
the body or roll cage. All roll cage tubing will be a minimum of .095” thickness. A
1/16” door plate is mandatory between the roll bar and outer door skin. Must be
on driver’s side and if a passenger is in the car, the passenger must also have the
same door plate and bars.
19. All cars will be required to have an aluminum seat, mounted to the roll hoop of
cage.
20. A five point seat belt system is required.
21. Drivers must wear a minimum single-layer fire suit, gloves and a full face SA
certified helmet within the last 2 manufacturing years (ie. 2005 or 2010) or DOT
approved helmet with nomex hood sock and eye protection.
22. A fully functioning window net is required.

23. Stock passenger tires only. Tire size cannot exceed aspect ratio of 215-60
regardless of wheel diameter, i.e. P215-60-13, P215-60-14, P215-60-15 and
P215-60-16. All wheel maximum width of 7 inches. Steel spoke wheels are
optional on all four wheels.
24. Numbers must be on both side of the car. Numbers will also be on roof of the car
as well.
25. If you have a passenger, a passenger side window net or arm restraints are
required for passenger. They must also have the same safety equipment as the
drivers. Passenger must also be provided with a “hang on” bar. Sunroofs must be
covered with metal.
26. Race-receivers will be used.
27. Rookies will fly a rookie flag and will have the option to start in the rear.
28. A MASTER KILL SWITCH IS MANDATORY, NO PERFORMANCE PARTS OF
ANY KIND ALLOWED. The word “STOCK” means: unaltered and as originally
produced for that year, make and model including aftermarket replacement parts.
29. The following is the minimum requirement to participate in the Hornet division:
All vehicles MUST HAVE a two pound working fire extinguisher. It must be
mounted within reach of the driver.

